INTRODUCTION
Recently, more and more mntltimedia content is created and stored in digital form resulting in the growing need for accurate browsing and retrieval of text, iinage, audio, and video documents [1] . In the qnery by example aproach the nser provides an example of an audio signal and based on that example, similar samples are retrieved from the database. The retrieval is based on some similarity measure between the example and database saMples. A difficult problem is how to define similanrty itself There is only one example signal and it is difficult even for a hwman to say whvat user means by similarity. For instance, if user gives example sample which contains nmale speech, it is impossible to know whether the user wants samples from the same speaker, samples from-male speakers, or any speech samples.
Several related topics haxe been stndied extensively. In content-based classification there are predefined classes for instance, for speech, music, and environmental sounds. Test A block diagram of the system is presented in Fig. 1 Fig. 2 .
The nuntber n for the components is chosen using Minimum Descnrption Length (MDL) and expectationmaximization algorithfm [9] . 1ML optimizes the number of GMM components for model given the samples. For the paper also fixed nmnber of components was tested.
Both approaches gave nearly same results. 
